
水       調          歌    頭 

Seui    Diu        Go   Tau  

[sœi    diu         gɔ     tɐu] 

Water Melody  Prelude 

Under the Mid-Autumn Moon 

 

 

 

1. 

明       月       幾     時     有？ 

Ming   yut     gei    si      yau? 

[mIŋ    jy(t)   gei    si      jɐu]  

Bright moon what time  to have?  

When will the moon be bright and clear? 

 

 

把          酒        問       青        天。 

Baa        jau      man     ching   tin. 

[ba         dzau    mɐn     ʧIŋ      tin]  

To hold wine   to ask   blue     sky. 

Raising my wine glass, I ask the dark blue sky.  

 

 

不       知         天         上       宮       闕， 

Bat      ji           tin         seung  gung   kyut, 

[bɐ(t)  dzi         tin         sœŋ     gɔŋ     ky(t)] 

Not     to know sky       above  palace, 

In the palace of heaven, 

 

 

今        夕        是      何       年。 

gam     jik        si        ho       nin.  

[gɐm    dzI(k)  si        hɔ       nin] 

current season  to be  which year? 

which season is it now? 

 

 

我    欲            乘        風      歸         去， 

Ngo yuk          sing     fung   gwai      heui, 

[ŋɔ   jɔ(k)         sIŋ      fɔŋ     gwɐɪ      hœi] 

I       to want    to ride wind  to return to go, 

Much as I want to ride the wind back to the palace, 

 

 

又    恐         瓊   樓           玉        宇， 

yau  hung     king lau         yuk      yu, 

[jɐu  hɔŋ       kIŋ   lɐu         jɔ(k)     jy]     

but   to fear  jade building jade      room, 

I fear the pagodas of jade and mansions of crystal, 

 

 

 



 

高      處      不      勝                 寒。 

gou    chyu  bat     sing              hon. 

[gou   ʧy      bɐ(t)  sIŋ                hɔn]    

lofty  place  not     to overcome cold. 

which are unbearably lofty and cold.   

 

 

起         舞            弄        清           影， 

Hei       mou         nung    ching      ying, 

[hei       mou        nɔŋ       ʧIŋ          jIŋ]                     

To rise  to dance  to play moon lit  shadow, 

Dancing with my moonlit shadow, 

 

 

何     似             在    人         間？ 

ho     chi            joi    yan       gaan? 

[hɔ    ʧi              ʤɔi  jɐn        gan] 

how  to appear  at     humans among?    

how can I remain part of the mundane world? 

 

 

2. 

轉           朱     閣， 

Jyun       jyu    gok, 

[ʤyn     ʤy     gɔ(k)] 

To turn  red    pavilion, 

The turning moonbeam is shed on the rouge mansion, 

 

低           綺      戶， 

dai          yi       wu, 

[dɐɪ         ji       wu] 

to hang   silk    window, 

hanging upon the silk-padded window, 

 

照                  無      眠。 

jiu                  mou  min. 

[ʤiu              mɔu   min] 

to illuminate  no     sleep. 

shining over the sleepless. 

 

不       應        有         恨， 

Bat     ying    yau        han, 

[bɐ(t)  jIŋ       jɐu         hɐn] 

Not    should  to have  to hate, 

The moon should have no resentment, 

 

何    事              長         向        別        時          圓？ 

ho    si               cheung  heung  bit        si           yun? 

[hɔ   si               ʧœŋ      hœŋ      bi(t)     si           jyn]        

why happening always  toward parting moment full? 

but why is it always full in parting moments? 



 

3. 

人           有         悲        歡     離        合， 

Yan        yau        bei       fun    lei        hap, 

[jɐn        jɐu         bei        fʊn   lei        hɐ(p)] 

Humans to have  sorrow joy   parting reunion, 

Humans have their time of sorrow and joy, parting and reunion, 

 

 

月      有           陰    晴      圓       缺， 

yut     yau         yam ching  yun     kyut, 

[jy(t)  jɐu          jɐm  ʧIŋ     jyn      ky(t)] 

moon  to have  dim  bright full     scarce, 

the moon has its time of dimness and brightness, waning and waxing, 

 

此   事             古          難         全。 

chi  si               gu         nan        chyun. 

[ʧi   si               gu         nan        ʧyn] 

this happening ancient difficult  to be perfect. 

imperfections pervade all since the beginning of time. 

 

但       願         人          長         久， 

Daan  yun        yan        cheung gau, 

[dan   jyn         jɐn         ʧœŋ      gɐu] 

May   to bless  humans long      life, 

May  we be blessed with longevity, 

 

千           里      共          嬋   娟。 

chin        lei      gung      sim gyun. 

[ʧin         lei      gɔŋ        sim  gyn] 

thousand miles to share beautiful moon. 

a thousand miles apart as we may be, we could still share the beautiful full moon. 

 

 

 

Note: 

- Unlike most of the pieces in this collection, which are sung in Mandarin, this piece is sung in 

Cantonese, which is significantly different from Mandarin 

- While this collection uses the pinyin system (the most standardized) for transliterating Mandarin, 

Cantonese does not have such a standardized system. Many different methods are used by different 

people in different places. The two Cantonese pieces in this collection use different systems for 

transliterating the Cantonese in order to preserve those originally used in the scores. Take note that 

Gai Tau Hong Mei and Seui Diu Go Tau do not have the same system of transliteration.  However, the 

same IPA system has been used for both, so please refer to that closely 

- The [ɐ] phonetic symbol, while not commonly used in Western lyric diction, is a distinctive vowel of 

Cantonese language that merits use here (used in words like ‘yau’, ‘man’, and ‘gam’); it should be less 

open-frontal than the Latin [a] and should have a slight [ə]  position, pronounced midway between [a] 

and [ə] as [a/ǝ] 

- The [œ] vowel of ‘seung’, ‘cheung’, and ‘heung’ is characteristic of Cantonese and are similar to the 

related French vowels – the lips form for [ɔ] and the internal mouth position is for [ɛ] 
- The [I] of the words with ‘ing’ endings, such as ‘ming’ and ‘sing’ is pronounced between [I] and [ɛ], 

as [mI/ɛŋ]   



- Syllables with ‘ung’ finals – here ‘gung’ [gɔŋ], ‘fung’ [fɔŋ], ‘hung’ [hɔŋ], and ‘nung’ [nɔŋ] are 

partial diphthongs, rather than pure [ɔ] vowels, so they have a slight motion toward [ʊ] as in 

[ɔ(ʊ)ŋ]       
- The [ŋ] initial of ‘Ngo’ [ŋɔ] begins with the back of the tongue touching the roof of the mouth to 

intone it (similar to ‘ng’ in ‘song’) and then moving to the oper [ɔ] vowel as the tongue lowers  

- The initial consonant of ‘joi’ [ʤɔi] is pronounced between [ʤ] and [dz] 

- The [i] vowel of ‘min’ [min] should be slightly opened and pronounced between [i/I] 

- The tongue position for the [ʧ] consonant of words beginning with ‘ch’, such as ‘ching’ [ʧIŋ] should 

be curled slightly inward toward [ts], as in [ʧ/tsIŋ]  

- The parenthetical (t), (k), and (p) (as in ‘yut’ [jy(t)], ‘jik’ [dzI(k)], and ‘hap’ [hɐ(p)]) are added here to 

signify that the consonant is stopped without being fully sounded 


